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PHARMACEUTICAL JURISPRUDNCE

Q.P. CODE: 2864
Your answers should be specific to the questions asked

Draw neat labeled diagrams wherever necessary

LONG ESSAYS 2 x 10 = 20 Marks

1. Name the types of Patents granted under Patent Act.  Give the procedure for obtaining a 
patent.

2. Describe in detail the constitution of Pharmacy Council of India.  Discuss in detail the 
provisions of Education Regulations.                                                                    5+5       

3 Describe briefly the layout & construction of a Bonded Laboratory.  Explain about the 
manufacture of Alcoholic preparations in Bond. 

SHORT ESSAYS 6 x 5 = 30 Marks

4. Write briefly the code of ethics of pharmacists in relation to medical profession. 

5. Write the constitution & functions of DCC.

6. What are the qualification and duties of a Drug Inspector?

7. Define the terms First Register & Subsequent Register. How First Register is prepared? 

8. What are the classes of Exempted Advertisements in DMR Act?

9. Explain in brief about the provisions of schedule ‘Y’.

10. Give the Labelling requirements for Schedule C & X drugs.

11. Write the objectives, brief description and penalties prescribed under the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals Act.

SHORT ANSWERS 10 x 2 = 20 Marks
12. Write in brief about the central register
13. What are the essential differences between adulterated and spurious drugs?
14. Define the terms absolute alcohol & rectified spirit.
15. Define the term manufactured drugs under NDPS Act
16. What is meant by MAPE and how it is calculated?
17. Write the objectives of the Drugs & Magic Remedies Act 1954
18. Give the legal definition for schedule H & N.
19. Write the objectives of Pharmacy Act 1948
20. What are OTC drugs? Give 2 examples.
21. Name any four surgical accessories. 
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